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Shape the Culture 

 
Employees make hundreds of independent decisions every week without consulting 
their superiors. What guides them? Organizational culture. It tells them how to respond 
to workplace situations, from handling unprecedented service requests to whether or 
not to risk telling the boss a new idea.  
 
Many senior managers struggle with this concept, because they find it difficult to 
define. Culture is like a cloud: You know it’s there, but it’s nearly impossible to grasp. 
How do you come to a consensus on culture, and then get dozens, hundreds, or even 
thousands of people to think and act the way you’ve agreed on? You don’t, really: 
culture evolves over time. But you can direct its evolution. Keep these things in mind 
while doing so: 
 
1. Develop an attitude of excellence for your team to follow.  Refuse to accept good 

enough as good enough. Make personal integrity your touchstone. Walk the talk 
and show them how it's done. 

 
2. Lay a foundation of accountability. Everyone must accept both credit and blame for 

the results of their actions. A non-punitive environment will make this easier to 
encourage. Most people perform better when held accountable for their results. 

 
3. Build a culture of action and teamwork on your accountability foundation. People 

must work together to make execution happen, and take calculated risks to improve 
their processes or projects—even knowing they might fail.  

 
4. Slash through the red tape. Your team needs the time and uninterrupted focus to 

maximize production. Remove bureaucratic hurdles so they get plenty of both. 
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5. Emphasize an atmosphere of community. Collaboration, consensus, and mutual 
help all encourage a cooperative culture where everyone works together without 
excessive friction, remaining open to multiple perspectives and opinions. 

 
You can’t just say you want your culture to be agile, accountable, and top-quality, and 
then expect it to happen. What matters most is the synergistic combination of attitude 
and action in the workplace. Culture is not a goal to be mandated; it’s the outcome of a 
collective set of behaviors. Dedicate yourself to developing those desired behaviors, 
instill them in your team members, and let those rules guide them as they meet change 
head on. Their weapon? Instant execution. 
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